Rinri Project Newsletter. Phoenix Edition
Volume 4, No. 1
Opening the Interdimensional Window of Time

I am broadcasting to you from the center of the sun. The heliosphere of Velatropa 24 is my domain of
interest. We are at a great shift point in the affairs of the planet V.24.3, and of the sacred, holy
Movement to reestablish Earth in the natural timing frequency with the rest of the universe. What is
about to commence is the mind and time shift that is known as the Closing of the Cycle. This is
inevitably the most powerfully transformative mind and time shift in all of history, for it is the End of
History. And it is now hardly more than nine years to go.
While the count down to the Closing of the Cycle began at the last Rhythmic Solstice, 2002, we are
now about to enter an interdimensional window of time. This is what commences the Closing of the
Cycle in earnest. We have now entered the year of the White Spectral Wizard, and what is called the
Fourth Year of the Harrowing of Hell. These four years begun on July 26, 2000, Blue Galactic Storm
and conclude on July 25, 2004, White Spectral Mirror.
This fourth year means that this is the conclusion of the cycle of Hell. As it says in the Holy Quran,
when disasters and pollution have spread throughout the land and the sea, then everyone will have a
taste of Hell, so that we might return to the right work. The right work is the restoration of Earth in the
natural time, thereby completing the biosphere-noosphere transition. This is a very big task so there is
absolutely no one who does not have a job to do in this great labor. All are called and all are chosen,
so take heart in who you are.
The seven years prior to this Harrowing of Hell from 1993 to 2000, we refer to as the Seven Years of
Prophecy. Following the Seven Years of Prophecy the critical mass of humans to change the time had
not yet become coherent, and so we entered the Four Years of the Harrowing of Hell. And now as we
have begun the final year of the Harrowing of Hell, the critical mass is now in place. During these last
three years the World Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement has actually become a populist
force in the world. All that is required is to create within this force a consciousness of its own power.
The opportunity to realize this conscious power is now upon us. This power must be able to catalyze in
order to arouse ever greater planetary new time consciousness. We are now entering a critical period of
time in which there are some very important dates that define the opportunity for this Movement to
become fully conscious. These forthcoming dates and key points on the road to 2012 give us a time
table for entering the New Time.
The first of these dates is coming up on the 22nd day of the Self-Existing Moon, which is also the 16th
and last day of the Cube Journey of this Moon and will be the day Blue Crystal Storm, which is also the
next solar galactic New Year's day. Please note: In Japan and the Far East, this critical day will be Selfexisting 23, the last day of the 23rd Spin of the Harmonic Convergence, Yellow Cosmic Sun. On this
day we will open a 260 day interdimensional window of time. Now, all over the world, this day is also
being recognized as the Harmonic Concordance, a kind of second Harmonic Convergence. That is
because on this day there is a lunar eclipse and, astrologically, a Grand Sextile. You can find more
information about this on the internet, www.harmonicconcordance.com.
In any case, this point in time is very important as an astrological, interplanetary initiation. For those of
us in the New Time Movement this event-horizon opens a 260 day galactic activation cycle that runs
through the Day Out of Time and New Year’s Day, 2004. When this galactic activation cycle is
concluded we will make known to the world that the calendar has been changed, and that the critical
mass of humanity following this calendar is now leading the species correctly to the Omega Point of
2012. So on the Harmonic Concordance we can go into the meditation, unifying ourselves as a
Movement as an irrevocable evolutionary phenomenon aligned with the future of the planet.
Once we have initiated this point of self-unification in alignment with the solar system, then we have
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Greetings Fellow Velatropans!

According to Quiche Maya of Guatemala, these four days are very important because there is a special
opening to the Hunab Ku:
“After the red planet (Mars) distances its charge, there is a subtle convergence between the cosmic and
telluric forces, a time that lasts four days. This openness gives us the opportunity to create the force
and balance. It is a sublime space that will allow us to access to Hunab Ku, heart of the heavens. This
is a good time to ask for the internal strength, strength for the community, for the consciousness and
to synthesize balance. This is the moment when the strength of all those beings of light, are needed. If
possible it is asked to fast, perhaps on fruit, to remain abstinent for at least four days, and to do
ceremonies at sunrise and sunset. It is important to work from sunup to sunset on both the 4th and
the 7th (of December)...” From “Sacred Road Runner, Message from the Mayan Elders of the Eagle
Clan, Guatemala, CA
Corresponding on the Dreamspell Calendar to the four days of the Seventh Harmonic, it is important to
remember that the Seven represents the Mystic Channel that connects us to the Hunab Ku. This is the
inner meaning of the synchronic power of Seven - it literally opens us to a psychic vortex leading
directly to galactic central. For this reason, it is important on these four days to fast, to do inner
purification, and to meditate for the stabilization of the energies for World Peace. At the same time one
can consciously establish a strong personal connection with the Hunab Ku, the Galactic Center, and
channel these galactic energies of the Hunab Ku for the creation of the dynamic force of peace. This
action will assure that the interdimensional window of time opened on the Harmonic Concordance will
be firmly established in a link between you and the Hunab Ku.
Then, when we get to the 10th day of the Crystal Moon, we reach the next event-horizon in the
opening of the interdimensional window of time. On the Dreamspell Calendar this day, Blue Electric
Monkey, is a galactic activation portal and another one of the thirteen clear signs of the tomb of Pacal
Votan. It is significant that the Monkey represents solar-prophetic Venus, because on this day will occur
what is called the Venus Transit, the passing of the Planet Venus across the face of the Sun. This
occurs about once every 250 years, and happens in two passes which are always exactly 8 years apart.
So, the first pass is the Venus Transit on 2004, and the second pass is on 2012, and also will occur on
the Crystal Moon. As the planet sacred to Quetzalcoatl, the Venus transit will be the sign of the full
opening of the Road to 2012. To inaugurate this moment opening the full eight year cycle to 2012,
there will be global meditation and peace celebrations all over the world known as the Oneness Festival.
One week after the Venus transit, White Planetary Mirror, another galactic activation portal, note the
52nd anniversary of the opening of the tomb of Pacal Votan, a prophetic augury of the interdimensional
window of time, the Road to 2012.
At the Call of the Condor Vision Council, representing the unification of the Bioregional Movement, the
Ecovillage Network, Rainbow Peace Caravan and Rainbow Nation, and the Thirteen Moon Calendar
Change Peace Movement, it was agreed that the time from the Venus Transit to the Day Out of Time,
July 25th, would be a period of great activation, education and mobilization of all the groups, energies,
and forces working for positive, peaceful planetary change. The intention is to artistically demonstrate
and to educate by whatever ways possible, that an alternative way of life has now fully manifest on the
planet. During this time it will be announced and shown to the rest of the world what is this new way
of life, this alternative view, this positive vision which opens to the New Time. This coalition force is
now mobilizing to establish the positive vision for the rest of the human race and in preparation for the
conclusion of this cycle - 2012.
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the next critical point, which will be occurring on the 20th to the 23rd days of the Overtone Moon,
Gregorian December 4-7. These four days constitute the Seventh Harmonic, Kin 25-28. In the 260-day
cycle the Harmonic is a discrete four-day sequence recapitulating the color sequence red-white-blueyellow. We can think of this Harmonic 7 -Lunar Store - as the fractal of the entire four years of the
Harrowing of Hell, as it is the last time the Seventh Harmonic will occur in this cycle. This Seventh
Harmonic is even synchronized to conclude with December 7, and goes from the days Crystal Serpent
to Cosmic World-Bridger, which is the 13th sign of the tomb of Pacal Votan. It is also synchronized to
the last two days of the third week and the first two days of the fourth week of the Overtone Moon,
Magnetic Hand and Lunar Star. For those who follow the 7:7::7:7, you know that Cosmic World-Bridger
on the last day of the third week codes the third week, while Magnetic Hand and Lunar Star are the
two signs that code the fourth week of the Moon, which fractally represents the solar galactic year
2012-13.

These are the key points to July 26th Blue Crystal Storm, 2004, when the interdimensional window of
time will be irreversibly opened. For the first time in history a calendar change will have occurred, not
by a pope or a dictator, but by the people themselves. This is a process now in motion, for the critical
mass following the new time is now place. The 260 day cycle form the Harmonic Concordance through
the Day out of Time is the period for bringing into full coherency and consciousness this new force upon
the world. This critical mass represents the irreversible momentum of evolution, and on July 26, the
rest of the human race will be invited to join in what is now an inevitable process.
So from 2004 to the Closing of the Cycle 2012, will occur the definitive, final mutation of the historical
process. By 2007 there will be powerful Earth Changes, and from 2004 to 2008 the collapse of the
Technosphere and the necessary establishment of the new communities. Then from 2008-09 to 201213, will be the time of the dissemination of the new knowledge for the rest of the human race and for
the intensification of the practices of telepathy and the other arts of the Science of Time. And there will
be further great Earth changes, including the very strong possibility of a pole shift. So it is important to
establish, as soon as possible, communities that are not dependent on the 12:60 grid. From the center
of the sun, all this foreseen - the new solar age, the coming of the Rainbow Bridge ... 2012. Way of
Conduct, Journey of the Soul
“Successful indeed is the one who redeems his soul.” Quran, 87:14
If the road to 2012 is anything it is the Journey of the Soul. Since the 9-11, every soul has been put
on trial. Strange transformations, unexpected twists of fate and destiny have been the lot of every soul
in one way or another. Each of us is being asked to examine and purify his or her own soul. For this is
the End of the Journey. 2012 is the great Omega Point. If we can take advantage of the time before us
and purify our souls, then all will go well for us no matter what happens. Soul accounting is a solitary
process requiring utmost autonomy. In fact, soul accounting is the essence of what is known as the
Way of Conduct.
According to the Twenty Tablets of the Law of Time, we are now in the last two years of the AC - the
Aboriginal Continuity - which is the Way of Conduct. These two years, 2003-2005 are the most
important years for the reawakening of the soul, for when the Blue Crystal Storm year dawns we
commence the Seven years of the Mystery of the Stone. These seven years, 2004-11 are the time of
the purification and perfection of the human soul, the greatest spiritual opportunity in all of history. So
whatever trials you are suffering now, don’t lose the faith, but bear with patience whatever you are
undergoing. These trials are but the purgation necessary for the perfection of the human soul, for no
soul can enter the Kingdom of Heaven without being tested.
But what is the Way of Conduct? The true Way of Conduct is an inner reliance on a spiritual second
sight. This spiritual second sight is something we have lost as a species. Now trapped in the
Technosphere, for our survival this spiritual second sight must be cultivated anew. All of the old ways,
institutionalized and hardened into various forms are no longer viable. We need what Dogen calls “soft,
flexible mind.” It matters not what spiritual tradition you follow, or if you follow one at all, there are
certain universal points that must be grasped.
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The Day Out of Time 2004, the culmination of the four years of the Harrowing of Hell, will be a
Gregorian Sunday. For this reason there are plans for a worldwide three day Galactic Green Day-Day
Out of Time event this year. Friday July 23rd, Yellow Solar Warrior, Saturday July 24th Red Planetary
Earth, and Sunday July 25th White Spectral Mirror will constitute the three days culminating the cycle
of activation begun with the Venus Transit. The Day out of Time will conclude the Campaign for the
New Time announcing the beginning of the Great Calendar Change. The Great Calendar Change is
considered as an eight year cycle, from 2004 to 2012, which is actually also a Mind Shift and a Time
Shift. So when we get to 2012, the 13:20 frequency will be the frequency of all the Earth once again.

1. Law of Karma.

Truly understanding the law of karma is actually the foundation of any genuine spiritual realization. This
is the point Milarepa, the most famous of all Tibetan yogis, is making in the above statements from his
Autobiography. If we really understood the Law of Karma in all of its subtleties, we would have no
hesitation in endeavoring to lead the most spiritual life possible.
Though karma is usually thought of as the principle of sowing what you reap, or for every action there
is an equal reaction, which statements are true enough, the Law of Karma actually entails many more
intricate subtleties that deserve to be thought about. Every single thought that you think and every
single word that you utter has its karmic consequences.
Everything you think is actually a thought wave that goes out into your environment. The rebound is
instantaneous. As a man or woman thinks so he or she becomes. Every thought has an emotional
charge to it, so it immediately colors your mental psychic field. Every thought has its instant feedback
loop. So our character is the sum of our thoughts. We are the sum of the thoughts and decisions that
we have made. Think about this very carefully. Any feeling, any grudge or opinion you hold about
another person actually is a judgment that makes you into what you think about that other person.
These opinions we hold about others are actually the biggest stumbling blocks to our spiritual
realization. A bad thought is a bad thought, a good thought is a good thought no matter how selfrighteously entertained. A neutral thought is a neutral thought. The thought that another person is bad
is a bad thought that comes who we are. Negative projection makes us negative.
This aspect of the Law of Karma is actually incentive to take personal responsibility. In fact, the totally
spiritual person is one who takes absolute responsibility for every thought and feeling he or she may
have and realizes that no one but her or himself is responsible for everything that manifests in their
environment. This is why it states in the Quran, that no soul is given a burden greater than it can bear,
and that no soul can bear the burden of another soul. These points are actually to help one cut through
every form of codependence that there is, for it is codependence that is the greatest cause of karmic
soul misery. It is codependence that blames or holds another responsible for one’s condition in life. This
is what the Buddha meant in his last words, ‘Be a lamp and a refuge unto yourself. Look to no outer
authority but yourself.” If we cut through our codependence - and there is not a single human who
does not experience codependence in some form or another at some time or another, then we attain to
spiritual freedom. Codependence is really a lack of comprehending and applying the Law of Karma. The
point is that the Law of Karma must be applied to the analysis of everything we think and do.
When it is stated in this Quarter’s Rune, Way of the People, that “all points unify in conduct,” that
means that your behavior is the sum expression of your karmic tendencies. Every point of your mind
expresses itself in every aspect of your conduct. If your behavior is sloppy it is because your mind is
sloppy. Karmic laziness is the source of sloppy behavior. Karmic laziness is speedy mind that overlooks
the mechanics of physical space, or takes shortcuts in dealing with the world. There is no one in the
world who does not suffer from some form of karmic laziness, karmic fixation, or karmic forgetfulness.
It takes spiritual exertion to overcome any of these karmic tendencies. This means we all need spiritual
exertion.
One of the biggest obstacles to overcoming karmic tendencies is thinking you know anything. Once you
actually think you know something you have created a mental block or fixation. That may sound
paradoxical, but the fact is that once you think you know something, you develop an arrogance. You
may know something, but you always have to think: no matter what I know there is someone who
knows more - even if that someone is God. The point is that each of us is responsible for our part in
the creation of the world as it is. Our conduct determines the quality of the world. We all may want to
4
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“All piety consists in observing and believing in the Law of Karma ...
If one does not believe in the Law of Karma, one lacks the zeal in the
pursuit of his or her devotional studies; if one firmly believes in the
Law of Karma, the thought of the miseries of the Three Lower States (hell
realm, animal realm, hungry ghost realm) is sure to fill one with dread
and inspire one with the intensest desire to attain Buddhahood ...
Therefore, I exhort you all to establish your belief in the Law of Karma firmly.” -Milarepa

change the world, but we can’t do a thing about it until we really take responsibility and change
ourselves. The problem is, hardly anyone can really see themselves well enough to evaluate their own
mind and actions - spiritual life means spiritual exertion, and spiritual exertion means spiritual
discipline. If you really want to know yourself and get a handle on this you have to consider mind
training.

There are moments when contemplation of the chaos, misperceptions, and egotism that pervade the
conduct and affairs in the world around us is so intense it all but causes one to despair, certainly to
draw back and self-reflect even more deeply. For certainly, to act, or, rather react in a hasty precipitous
way would only add to the already murky field of confusion. What else can one do but turn oneself over
to God? Yes, to surrender of oneself to a higher force or the Absolute is imperative. But it also may be
that many of our attitudes and opinions are unconscious. We must exert even more. We must meditate.
The fact is that only through meditation - mindfulness training - can we truly find a way to understand
the nature of karma, realize the potential for self-transcendence, and find a way of maintaining
Oneness with the Mind of God. This is because in the complex world in which we have been raised,
there is no way we can deal with all of the subtleties and traps of ego except by exerting in knowing
our own mind.
Manners and mindfulness training go hand in hand. Mindfulness training is true mental hygiene.
Manners means respecting the boundaries of others and not injecting our trips all over other people,
thinking that anyone might actually even be interested in our trip. So if understanding the Law of
Karma is the basic prerequisite to spiritually waking up, then mind training is the way in which we may
practice staying spiritually awake. Remember this road to 2012 is really serious business. If you don’t
get the rust off of your soul no matter what else you might be trying to do, no matter how high or
well-intentioned it might be, well, it could just turn into karmic mush if you don’t get some better
mental hygiene practice.
To make this really simple I would like to review Atisha’s Seven Points of Mind Training. This is
assuming you also know minimally how to sit still, with your spine erect, and dissolve your thoughts
with each out breath. If you can do that much, then these are seven points to contemplate if you really
want to understand and work with the Law of Karma and be a good planetary kin in the Way of
Conduct. The essence of the Way of Conduct is the development of spiritual discipline, and that’s what
these seven points of mind training are about.
1. Consider all phenomena as Dreams
Everyone thinks that whatever they are doing is the most important thing in the world. And to them it
is, and to some extent you have to have that attitude. But if everybody is thinking and acting that way
all the time, then it could be pretty problematic. If everybody’s thing is equally important, then
everything is reduced to the same level, and in reality, everything is equally unimportant. It is all a
dream that we made up. In fact every dream, memory or perception is just that - no more substantial
than a passing dream. You have to consider all phenomena like this, to be as dreams, so that you don’t
fixate and get all hung up over them. The point is you don’t want to solidify your thought forms,
because you become what you think. Let it all go and you experience freedom. To consider all
phenomena as dreams and keep your commitment to saving the world is real spiritual discipline.
2. Be Grateful to Everyone.
This is really important, since everybody seems to have some enemy or nemesis. You have to be free
of karma so you have to be free of resentment and hatred and creeping jealously and all of that.
Instead, be grateful to everyone. Be grateful that they are giving you an obstacle to practice your
patience, your tolerance, even your creativity. Everyone we encounter in our path is there for a reason,
and that is to help develop our character in the direction of the light. Be grateful to your enemy for
giving you a good reason to spiritually wake up and turn the other cheek. In lak’ech! You could even
consider that where your “enemy” is coming from is an unenlightened place and therefore he or she is
deserving of compassion. To rise to the level of universal compassion is the ultimate purpose of being
grateful to everyone. Without compassion, how can we save the world?
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2. Mind Training.

3. Don’t be Swayed by Outer Circumstances.
In the cultivation of spiritual discipline, one of the greatest challenges is the unexpected effect of outer
circumstances, especially those that are really upsetting. The whole point of spiritual discipline is
forbearance, which means to bear with all kinds of people and circumstances and not lose it. When we
are able to maintain our inner cool no matter what happens on the outside then we are perfecting our
discipline; and by not reacting to outer circumstances we are lessening the creation of negative karma
for ourselves and others. To continue sitting meditation even though the there is a pounding beat
coming from the apartment next door is a sublime activity; to mentally neutralize that pounding beat
into just another mental texture without becoming all emotionally tweaked about it is the height of
spiritual exertion.

In typical codependence there is nothing easier than spending time thinking or talking about another
person’s faults and relishing it. When we do this we are really making ourselves superior - to what or
whom and why? To brood over the faults of others is the greatest lure for projecting blame outside of
oneself and of actually avoiding personal responsibility for one’s own world. This type of behavior
always seem so harmless and private, and it feels so good -or so it seems. But it is good only for the
ego that feeds on such behavior. In fact by indulging in such type of thinking or talk we are only
creating ourselves in the same likeness. We harden the attitude and assume the other will never change
and so justify our opinions, but it is we who will never change. The fact is that time spent in any kind
of negative thinking means that we are spending our time negatively -think about it.
5. Explore the Nature of Unborn Awareness.
To identify with that which is beyond the created being’s perceptions and to stay identified with that is
the most important step to take in the elevation of oneself beyond the buffeting winds of egoic
concerns and karmic identifications - the longings, the dissatisfactions, the collisions of misperceptions all of the suffering and pain of humanity. To cultivate and explore the condition of unborn awareness,
the very essence of the meditative state, is to attain the highest, purest vantage point. Only from the
perspective of being identified with what is beyond a created being’s perceptions - unborn, timeless
awareness - can one look at oneself and begin to see how one is the author of one’s own suffering, and
so start to take a more profound responsibility for one’s world. At the same time one can begin to
develop an authentic compassion for all beings.
6. At All Times Rely on a Joyful Mind.
In the development of spiritual discipline the cultivation of a genuinely positive attitude is essential. To
rely at all times on a joyful mind is one of the hallmarks of true spiritual discipline. Yes, it is easy to get
discouraged, to think the world is against one, that no one understands and that, therefore, it is easy
or even justifiable to give in to anger, or depression, or self-defeating thoughts. And, of course, an
emotional outburst is sometimes unavoidable - or is it? To rely on a joyful mind at all times means that
you understand phenomena as dreams and that you have attained a certain meditative stabilization - a
mind of equanimity - so that what appears to be a personal disaster or negative projections directed
against one may actually be incentive for greater spiritual practice, insight and discipline. And to always
take a delight in the good that befalls others -that is truly joyful!
7. Don’t expect a Standing Ovation
When one has set out on a course of being a peacemaker, a crusader with a cause that will benefit the
world, one becomes some kind of activist. When one typically acts one expects a response, one actually
expects acclaim, praise of one’s actions. For example, one sets about spreading the Thirteen Moon
Calendar, telling others about the Law of Time, setting up Crystal Day meetings, or even giving lectures
or seminars on the calendar change. But it may happen that no one shows up, or that contentious
people dominate the show and argue against the calendar, or that people walk out on you. It doesn’t
matter, because if you are really doing your best, then that is all that counts. If you are doing
something because you want the acclaim, then you are actually tainting the purity of what you are
doing. So the point is don’t expect a standing ovation. Selfless giving is true love.
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4. Don’t brood over the Faults of others.
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When self-appreciation and self-worth are firmly established as the character of your true self, then it
is possible to practice genuine Compassion. Such Compassion sets aside one’s own self-interest, and
endeavors to penetrate beneath the surface of appearances and see what is at the root of another’s
nature and behavior, and then act accordingly. To maintain such compassionate insight and action,
requires a mind of equanimity, one that is not swayed by outer circumstances, one which does not take
sides or brood over the faults of others, one that does not expect a standing ovation, but is joyful at all
times. If we are to survive spiritually into the New Time, then such as these Seven Points of Mind
Training are what we must endeavor to practice and attain.

Galactic Meditation and the Reorientation of the Human Mind
(Note: The following is an excerpt from a new booklet by the Closer of the Cycle, entitled “Galactic
Meditation.” Now published by the Foundation for the Law of Time along with a companion volume,
“Living Through the Closing of the Cycle, A Survival Guide on the Road to 2012.” Click here to order
these booklets online)
The purpose of galactic meditation is to make meditation the normative human experience. This is
because, in truth, we are galactic citizens. The Earth and its star are of the galaxy not apart from it.
Because of the technological wonders of the “space age” we have tended to think that the galaxy and
the rest of the universe is “out there” someplace. The Hubble telescope searches for the Big Bang
someplace at what is considered the edge of the universe. But the answers are not “out there” at the
edge of the universe, but in our mind. Our mind also is the edge of the universe, the inner edge. When
we fully grasp this, then we can begin the profound reorientation of the mind without which there
would be no change in our society, values and way we live.
The key to this reorientation of the human mind is time itself. Until now, in our last evolutionary phase
as a species, we have been space oriented and space conscious. But now, with the advent of the Law
of Time, we may consider the possibility of galactic consciousness. We may finally become time
conscious as we have previously been space conscious. This represents a vast reorientation and
reformulation of the human mind. The discovery of the Law of Time is the beginning of the Copernican
revolution of time. Now we must consider ourselves in relation to the galactic and cosmic order as time
has evolved us. This cannot be explored through telescopes, but through a thorough exploration of the
mind, for time is of the mind as space is of the senses.
Time augurs galactic consciousness because the nature of time is synchronic. Being synchronic means
that all events within the galaxy, for instance, are related every moment by their unity in time. Every
moment actually bears within it a galactic signature. Synchrotronic beams flash instantaneous
information codes that holographically bear the configuration of the entire galaxy at any given moment.
Once we are tuned into the synchronic order, the information of time is instantaneously telepathic.
Since time is of the mind, the entire synchronic order is mentally sensuous, and telepathically
cognizable. But for us to be able to make sense of this, as it were, there are two prerequisites: 1) a
mind capable of experiencing and exploring the synchronic order; and 2) a referencing system or
symbolic code capable of downloading such high frequency fourth dimensional information. Such are the
13:20 codes of the Law of Time
The beginning and the basis of this exploration must be through a complete purification of the mind.
This mental purification is the ground of galactic meditation. To purify the mind is to deepen the mind,
is to lose the sense of the grasping self, the petty tyrant and thief who wants to interpret all experience
right away by an unexamined and predetermined egoic structure of self. In contrast to this petty thief,
is the all abiding time space continuum of the galactic mind. This galactic time space continuum is
selfless, endless and ultimately timeless, though paradoxically realized only through a knowing of time.
8
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The Road to 2012 is the Journey of the Soul. The real meaning of the Closing of the Cycle is that it is
the time for closing one’s karmic accounts. When 2012 dawns you want your karmic account to read:
Zero. Self-realization is the cure for suffering and self-indulgence. Maitri - self-love, not as narcissism
but as genuine appreciation for the inherent goodness of one’s being independent of everyone and
everything else - is the root of accepting one’s karma, and determining to spiritually exert in not
creating any more bad karma.

Only when we examine the mind can we experience how everything that occurs in the mind is truly
impermanent. This is especially so at the Closing of the Cycle when all of the old structures are
dissolving and change itself is the nature of day to day reality. This is why it is said that the ground of
galactic meditation is the purification of the mind. Through exertion in the technique of dissolving the
thought with the out breath we slowly come to another condition of reality altogether. Our aim is the
pure light mind of indestructible awareness that has always been there. To identify with that awareness
is to arrive at a stabilization of the mental processes and come into contact with true Reality. But this is
only the ground, the basis. It is the ground because to develop such a mind is to already be at one
with galactic vastness. Without knowing this galactic vastness which is mind without ego, there is no
ground to truly cultivate galactic mind. The point is you must practice.
“Words bring not forth true fruit.
Mere expositions do not yield true knowledge.
Yet those who would devote themselves unto the life religious
in meditation must exert, their utmost zeal and perseverance;
and if they will endure hardships and strive most zealously,
and seek with care, the Most Precious can be found.” -Milarepa
The “Most Precious” can mean different things to different people at different times, depending upon
their beliefs and intentions. For us, the Most Precious is the ego-free identification with the Galactic
Mind itself, the Divine Countenance shining in the heart as an all-abiding presence. We exert in this
because it is the Closing of the Cycle, and it is not really our own liberation that we seek, but the
capacity to participate in a galactic engineering project, that of transiting to the noosphere. We are
doing this only because we are “called’ to do it. Our success at being able to master galactic meditation
will be for the benefit of all, because if we attain success at this practice it is with this intention that we
constitute an evolutionary mind brigade. Our example becomes the normative experience in the
noospheric order of reality
Of course, we are not saying that it is easy to do this. But it does become easier once you assume that
you can do this. Zen master Dogen has said that to sit and watch your breath is already the Way. This
is all that the Buddhas taught. You actually can experience enlightenment on the spot. So just change
your attitude and relax your mind as it is. The very nature of enlightenment - oneness with the
vastness of galactic mind - is already there in your ordinary moments of awareness. When you assume
an enlightened attitude, then you begin to integrate the knowledge of the synchronic order, you can
actually begin to experience the quality of the synchronic order.
What is this quality? It is basically the quality of experiencing synchronicity, the all-at-onceness that
comes with a zing! When a few more dots of your life have become connected with an accompanying
flash of revelation. The referencing system of the Law of Time greatly facilitates this experience. The
point is that this experience is the very nature of galactic mind, the complete attainment of which is the
goal of galactic meditation.
Because galactic mind is informed by time first and foremost, the reorientation that is necessary, once
you have a stabilized purified mind, is toward time as the universal factor of synchronization. Here we
will introduce a construct that will facilitate the reformulation of the human mind. Understanding that
all constructs are arbitrary at best, nonetheless, in learning something new, a device of some kind to
correctly orient the mind can be most helpful.
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Within the vast expanse of galactic mind, things occur but not because they are manipulated to occur.
The whole point of purifying the mind is to see how much the small self grasps and wants to
manipulate its reality to accord with some fictitious idea - of what? Of an illusion, a dream, a memory,
a concept, a bubble of emptiness, that and nothing more. Once we see the tyrant, we can release
ourselves from the tyrant.

© Galactic Research Institute of the Foundation for the Law of Time – www.lawoftime.org
You should contemplate this graphic before you sit for mediation. Commit its basics to memory and
then sit with the structure loosely in your mind. Don’t strive to understand it, yet do not let it go either.
Consider that it is a true approximation of the nature of the universe from the Galactic Mayan point of
view. After all, as we have stated earlier the entirety of this brief treatise is a Galactic Mayan Mind
Transmission, a download of plasmic indices intentionally beamed from the Vela pulsar to be refined
into conceptually cognizable language specifically for the Closing of the cycle. At the same time it must
also be understood that what the treatise refers to is not necessarily conceptual, at least from a third
dimensional mental perspective.
Just for further clarification, we can think of space as the container and its contents and mind as the
10

perceiver and its perceptions, while time provides the events, and consciousness the nature and
meaning of the events. With that said we may proceed to consider the Galactic Mayan Mind
Transmission Model.

Contemplate then: ”Time is my consciousness, space is my mind. What is consciousness? Where is my
mind?” Dissolve then into the pure mind consciousness of the galactic order of reality, thinking, “My
mind and my consciousness are no different than the galactic order of reality. Everything that exists in
space exists in my mind. Everything that occurs in time is in my consciousness. The pure mind
consciousness of the galactic order is the same throughout the galaxy. May I realize this galactic pure
mind consciousness as no different than my own.”
Time - Consciousness and Space - Mind are the primary orientation of galactic consciousness. between
the four poles defined by these two primary axes, are the four intermediate zones; between Time and
Space there arises Cosmos,
Between Time and Mind there arises Telepathy
Between Mind and Consciousness there arises Soul
Between Space and Consciousness there arises Community.
Cosmos (Time and Space) and Soul (Mind and Consciousness) then form one intermediate axis; the
other intermediate axis is formed by Telepathy (Time and Mind) and Community (Space and
Consciousness).
In contemplating the Cosmos-Soul intermediate axis we may think, “What is cosmos but the whole
order of reality of all of the universes and all of the galaxies and all of the dimensions that are capable
of being fashioned out of the interaction of time and space? What then is my soul, if not a pure mirror
reflection of the Cosmos? While everything my soul experiences either affirms or denies this great
cosmic order, is it not then my responsibility to keep my soul as the perfect mirror of the cosmic
order? To do this I must keep my mind clear, and my consciousness aware and fluid.”
In contemplating the intermediate Telepathy-Community axis we may think, ”What is telepathy but the
interaction of time and my own mind? How do we really know? If time informs us through telepathy
then must it not be important to maintain a clear mind so that the synchronizing power of time might
telepathically inform us moment to moment as we need to be informed? And community - a community
occupies space and shares a common consciousness. Is not the consciousness of a community held
together by communication, and is not telepathic communication the most efficient means of bonding a
community? How might I exert in telepathic mind power to establish oneness with my community and
bring it into galactic consciousness and the galactic order of reality?”
When you contemplate in this manner, allow space to expand and time to inform, effortlessly.
Remember; all that there is is this space and this time. Awakened, enlightened mind is no different
than this. Everything in the galactic order is actually already enlightened. We are just coming to a new
level of perception of this matter. This model is meant only as a departure point for further reflection of
the nature of reality beyond the historical conventions existing at the Closing of the Cycle.
There are other points of reflection, based on the Galactic Mayan Mind Transmission Model, which we
will merely note as a point of further contemplation. First of all, it is Time that establishes the all
encompassing synchronic order which holds together space, mind and consciousness. This synchronic
order is accessed by the 13:20 referencing system of the Law of Time.
The mathematically harmonic perfection of this referencing system allows a downloading of synchronic
experience into a system of communication that is telepathically accurate and appropriate for the next
11
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In contemplating this model note that there are two principle axes: The vertical Time - Consciousness,
“Now” axis; and the horizontal Space -Mind “here” axis. Think then: “I am the intersection of time and
space. There is no other intersection of time and space but that which is being experienced here and
now by me.” Dissolve then into the pure time space mind of the galactic order of reality, thinking, ”I
am now one with this reality. This time space of this order of reality is the same throughout the galaxy.
My mind and the galaxy are of one mind. My consciousness and the galactic consciousness are one
consciousness.”

stage of evolution. For while we can say that the realm of galactic meditation is self-sufficient and
ultimately non-conceptual, as a matter of compassion and necessity, we must communicate. Therefore,
we must use the language that is of the highest and most appropriate nature in order to communicate
the actual reality of galactic being. Such is the language of the synchronic order. It is the synchronic
order that defines the all-encompassing Dominion of Time

All praise is due to Allah, the Maker of the Worlds.
May any merit acquired through the creation of this Rinri Newsletter be dedicated to all beings.
May all sentient beings enjoy happiness and the root of happiness.
May they be free from suffering and the root of suffering.
May they not be separated from the great happiness devoid of suffering.
May they dwell in the great equanimity free from passion, aggression and prejudice.

Synchronic Readout
Where with Great Wisdom a Seed is Sown
White Spectral Wizard Year, 2003-04.
Year Seven, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law: Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 3, Week 119.
Cube Seven Hand-Accomplishment, Fourth Year Second Creation, Restoration of the Garden.
Witness Divine Regeneration of the Earth Wizards.
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 7, Padmasambhava,
All Prophecy Fulfilled, All Prophets Redeemed Forever.
Chronograph: Dragon Genesis, Storm Wavespell Seven, White Northern Castle Court of Death.
Unconscious Internalizing Telepathy Circuit, Plane of Spirit.
Chronograph Moon Kin 82: White Self-existing Wind, -15,887 - -15,787
Elder Futhark, Moon of Nauthiz Descending - Nauthiz is the Testing
Self-existing Owl Moon Gamma 17 “My lineage is the Union of Intrinsic Awareness
and the Ultimate Sphere. Now I attain the Power of Peace”
Kin 254: White Resonant Wizard, Star Wavespell
Vinal, 0 Xul, “Where with Great Wisdom a Seed is Sown”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 68: Yellow Electric Star
SBTS. 5.10
Telektonon Prophecy: Day 17, Cube 11 Fourth Year, 1996-97, Victory Establishes
“Material Things Come to those who make the best use of them.”
Fourth Lha, Black Iron Garuda Crest.
Quarterly Codon Rune 15: Way of the People, All points Unify in conduct, Stage 2
Weekly Codon Cube, 36 Inner Radiance, “Cosmic Order Becomes Self-enlightening”
third line, yang, Codon Cube front
White Overtone Chromatic 21: Wizard - Mirror, Resonant Timelessness - Spectral Endlessness Chromatic
Blue Week Three: Claim Power of Prophecy - Blue Patience Transforms Conduct
Harmonic 64: Solar Output. “Express Intelligence of Intention”
Biphasic Codon, 23 Stabilizing. “Way of Wielding Power Returns to Earth.”
7:7::7:7 Third Week, Blue Occult Time Atom, Gamma Pacifies
Futhark Rune 15, Elhaz sent from North to South
Leaf of the Mystery, Elhaz is the Act of Making Sacred that Transforms the Mystery
Elhaz/Gamma Cube Front, Third Eye (Agyan) Chakra, PNM 15, American Plate One
12
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Encompassed by the synchronic order of the Dominion of Time, the other categories indicated by the
four sets of axes in the Galactic Model define fundamental realms of experience and reality. Space
defines the phenomenal realm, Mind the perceptual or imaginal realm, and Consciousness the
psychosensory realm. Telepathy defines the realm of cosmic communication, Community defines the
organic sensitive realm. The Soul defines the moral realm, while Cosmos distinguishes the hyper
organic multidimensional realm. Such is the model of reality consistent with the nature of galactic
meditation. Working with such a model, we may fully begin to experience the reorientation of the
human mind.

White Magnet sent from North to South from/to White Root Center
Dynamics of Time, 14.7: “Social and noospherically interactivated structures of the planetary art spore
demonstrate the evolutive possibilities of PAN through the solarization of hyperorganic sense functions.
All sense functions of consciousness coordinated with the solar pulsation frequencies establish conscious
functions as parallel analogs to solar (stellar) radial coordinates.”
This newsletter is presented as a service to all planetary kin by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D.)
also known as Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle,
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Klatu Barada Nikto! The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!
Pray for Peace Pray for Peace Pray for Peace Pray for Peace Pray for Peace
Prepare for the New Time - Now playing on your favorite Planet!
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